The Iambic-Trochaic Law (Bolton, 1894; Hayes, 1995; Woodrow, 1909) asserts that listeners associate greater intensity with group beginnings (a loud-first preference) and greater duration with group endings (a long-last preference). Hayes (1987; 1995) posits a natural connection between the prominences referred to in the ITL and the locations of stressed syllables in feet. However, not all lengthening in final positions originates with stressed syllables, and greater duration may also be associated with stress in nonfinal (trochaic) positions. The research described here challenged the notion that presumptive long-last effects necessarily reflect stress-related duration patterns, and investigated the general hypothesis that the robustness of long-last effects should vary depending on the strength of the association between final positions and increased duration, whatever its source. Two ITL studies were conducted in which native speakers of Spanish and of English grouped streams of rhythmically alternating syllables in which vowel intensity and/or duration levels were varied. These languages were chosen because while they are prosodically similar, increased duration on constituent-final syllables is both more common and more salient in English than Spanish. Outcomes revealed robust loud-first effects in both language groups. Long-last effects were significantly weaker in the Spanish group when vowel duration was varied singly. However, long-last effects were present and comparable in both language groups when intensity and duration were covaried. Intensity was a more robust predictor of responses than duration. A primary conclusion was that whether or not humans' rhythmic grouping preferences have an innate component, duration-based grouping preferences, at least, and the magnitude of intensity-based effects are shaped by listeners' backgrounds.
General overview
Metrical phonologists have argued that the patterned alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables in languages motivates the inclusion of the foot in a universal hierarchy of prosodic constituents (Halle & Vergnaud, 1987; Hayes, 1985; 1995; Selkirk, 1980; 1984) . In arguing for a particular typology of stress feet, Hayes (1987; 1995) points to research by Bolton (1894) and Woodrow (1909) , who discovered that the perception of recurrent groupings in patterned sound sequences can be shaped by fluctuations in acoustic duration and intensity. These early studies produced the generalizations in (1), now known as the Iambic-Trochaic Law, or ITL (Bolton, 1894, p. 232; Hayes, 1995, p. 80; Woodrow, 1909, pp. 69, 77) . The statement in (1) is nearest to Woodrow (1909, p. 77 ; parenthesized material is the author's).
Background

The rhythmic grouping literature
The most widely cited historical antecedents for modern ITL studies are Bolton (1894) and Woodrow (1909) , who tested the preferences of adult American English speakers who were asked to group patterned sequences of tones or clicks in which intensity and duration were systematically varied. Their early findings provided the foundation for the generalizations in (1). In addition to studying intensity and duration varied singly, Bolton (1894) investigated the effect of varying them orthogonally. He found that when listeners segmented sequences that alternated a long soft tone with a short loud one, listeners preferred the grouping in which the loud tone came first and the long came last. This grouping is consistent with both the Loud-First and Long-Last principles of the ITL. However, for sequences in which a short soft sound alternated with a louder sound that was twice as long, listeners preferred iambic groupings. In a contest, therefore, the dominant influence was duration. Unfortunately, Bolton does not support his generalization quantitatively with a detailed statistical analysis, as is standard today; nor does his study answer the question of whether incrementally increasing a sound's intensity while keeping its duration constant would modulate the effect of the more dominant feature.
In more contemporary ITL studies that serve as updated methodological antecedents for the current research, adult participants are presented with streams of sounds in which different values for acoustic intensity or duration are alternated at fixed ratios, typically in a binary . . . ABABA . . . pattern. Participants are tasked with indicating whether they think these sequences break most naturally into AB or BA pairings. Studies using this or a similar method have consistently associated a loud-first grouping bias with varied intensity, as predicted by the ITL. These include studies in which non-speech sounds (tones or beeps) have been used to test English speakers (Rice, 1992) ; English and Japanese speakers (Iversen et al., 2008; Kusumoto & Moreton, 1997) ; and English and French speakers (Hay & Diehl, 2007) . Bell (1977) reports a loud-first preference for small groups of subjects representing five languages (Bengali, English, French, Persian, and Polish) who were asked to group tones of different intensities that alternated in a ternary pattern. Three key studies for speech in which listeners segmented alternating sequences of syllables also report loud-first preferences for English and French speakers (Hay & Diehl, 2007) ; French and German speakers (Bhatara et al., 2013) ; and Zapotec and English speakers (Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014) .
Findings for duration in both the speech and non-speech studies cited above have been more mixed. A long-last grouping bias has been consistently reported for English speakers (Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014; Hay & Diehl, 2007; Iversen et al., 2008; Kusumoto & Moreton, 1997) , French speakers (Bhatara et al., 2013; Hay & Diehl, 2007) , and German speakers (Bhatara et al., 2013) . Vos (1977) reports a long-last grouping preference among Dutch speakers when the interval between non-speech tones was held constant. However, two nonspeech studies have failed to find a consistent grouping preference with Japanese speakers (Iversen et al., 2008; Kusumoto & Moreton, 1997) . Interestingly, Iversen et al. (2008) report not merely inconsistent, but conflicting findings among groups of Japanese speakers they tested. One group (26% of their Japanese participants) showed a clear longlast grouping bias. A second group (nearly 45%) had a clear preference for long-short groupings. Iversen et al.' s remaining Japanese participants showed no consistent preference for either grouping.
2 A more nuanced set of outcomes for duration among speakers of Zapotec and English is reported by Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) , the antecedent for the current research, described in Section 2.2. Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) studied rhythmic grouping preferences with native speakers of Zapotec (Otomanguean) and a comparison group of American English speakers. Theirs was the first ITL study to test speakers of a non-Indo-European language using speechbased stimuli, and the first modern ITL study to vary intensity and duration orthogonally as well as singly. In Crowhurst and Teodocio's first study, Zapotec speakers were presented with 10-11 second sequences in which the syllables de and ge were alternated at a rate of 4-5 syllables per second. In test conditions, either vowel intensity or duration was manipulated singly. In varying intensity, a fixed disparity of 4, 8, or 12 dB was introduced between alternating syllables. For duration, fixed disparities of 40, 80, or 120 ms were used. Subjects' responses to varied intensity/duration were tested indirectly by having them indicate whether they thought sequences broke most naturally into recurrent dege or gede syllable pairs. In this study, Crowhurst and Teodocio found no evidence for consistent grouping preferences.
The methodological antecedent
Outcomes were very different in a more extended follow-up study that added conditions in which vowel intensity and duration were co-varied. In a Competing condition, one alternating syllable was both louder and longer than the other (e.g., DEE vs. ge). In this condition, no syllable pairing (e.g., ge-DEE, DEE-ge) was fully consistent with the ITL and the investigators expected that intensity and duration cues should work against one another. In a Co-operating condition, a long/soft syllable was alternated with a short/ loud one. Here, one grouping (e.g., DE-gee) was doubly favoured by the ITL and intensity/ duration cues were therefore expected to work together. Crowhurst and Teodocio report a robust loud-first preference for both Zapotec and English speakers in all conditions in which intensity was manipulated. The function from intensity disparity to responses representing loud-first groupings was curvilinear: the increase from 0 to 4 dB of disparity had a greater effect on listeners' perceptions than the increase from 4 to 8 dB of disparity (and similarly for the increase from 8 to 12 dB of disparity), and this was generally true in both language groups. While this outcome has not been reported in other recent ITL studies, it is consistent with an observation made by Woodrow (1909) over a century ago: "With an increase in the ratio of the intensity of the louder sound to that of the weaker, there is an increase, first rapid and then slow, in the tendency of the more intense sound to begin the group" (Woodrow, 1909, p. 64) .
Crowhurst and Teodocio report that varied duration was associated with different outcomes depending on condition, both within and between groups. When duration was manipulated singly, increasing the duration disparity increased long-last pairings in the English group (as it has done in other studies; see Section 2.1). In contrast, the Zapotec group favoured long-short groupings. Outcomes were more similar across language groups when intensity and duration were co-varied. The dominant influence in both co-varied conditions was associated with intensity, reflected in an overall loud-first grouping bias. But in the Competing condition, increasing the duration disparity reduced the effect of intensity. That is, when an intensity disparity was held constant, increasing the duration disparity increased long-last pairings (e.g., ge-DEE) in both language groups, although not to the point that they exceeded loud-first pairings (e.g., DEE-ge). The outcome for duration in the Co-operating condition was different: in both groups, increasing the duration disparity increased long-short groupings. Crowhurst and Teodocio suggested an auditory (as opposed to linguistic) explanation relating to the auditory system's integration of intensity and duration over time: when sounds of the same intensities have different lengths, the longer sound is perceived to be louder (see Gordon, 2005 , and references cited there). Hence, increasing the length disparity in the Co-operating condition may have partially closed the gap between longer, soft syllables and louder, short syllables.
Crowhurst and Teodocio drew several conclusions from their findings. First, listeners may process acoustic cues differently when multiple cues fluctuate together than when they are varied singly. Second, the loud-first grouping bias in the co-varied conditions (regardless of how duration and intensity were varied) among both Zapotec and English speakers suggests that intensity may be a stronger predictor than duration of syllable grouping preferences, regardless of language exposure. Finally, effects associated with varied duration when subjects perform a grouping task (in this and prior published studies) seem to be less stable than those for varied intensity, as they depended on whether and how duration was co-varied with intensity. These conflicting findings for duration provided the inspiration for the main focus on duration in the studies reported here. Accordingly, the current research adopted Crowhurst and Teodocio's design and procedures to study the theoretical questions of central interest in the current research and to see if the patterns Crowhurst and Teodocio describe could be replicated in a new language.
Relevant prosodic characteristics of Spanish and English
Phonetic research has shown that measures of intensity and duration are closely associated with the stress contrast. Stressed syllables are reliably longer than unstressed syllables in many languages, and listeners use this information to identify them in speech.
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Measures of intensity are less reliably associated with stress across languages, at least for unaccented stressed syllables (Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011) , although intensity may be important in combination with duration (e.g., Sluijter et al., 1997; Turk & Sawusch, 1996) . These generalizations hold true for the languages under study here: stressed syllables are lengthened in both Spanish and English (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Campbell & Beckman, 1997) , although the contrast is more pronounced in English due to vowel reduction in unstressed syllables (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Lindblom, 1963; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011) . Stressed syllables in higher-level prosodic constituents (pitch accents) tend to be longer than lower-level stressed syllables in English (Beckman & Edwards, 1994) . There is less evidence that this is so in Spanish . Evidence associating greater intensity with stress in Spanish and English has been more conflicting. While Ortega-Llebaria and concluded that spectral tilt was a reliable correlate of stress in Spanish (though less robust than duration, and in deaccented syllables), Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto (2011) did not find this to be the case. For American English, Sluijter and van Heuven (1996) report that spectral balance differences but not overall intensity differences mark unaccented stressed syllables. Campbell and Beckman (1997) did not find this difference; they associate spectral balance differences with stressrelated vowel reduction (a point Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto, 2011, have made for Catalan). However, Kochanski et al. (2005) report that overall vowel intensity differences reliably mark word-level stress contrasts in some UK dialects of English. In perception, OrtegaLlebaria et al. (2007) report that their Spanish-speaking subjects relied most on duration to distinguish unstressed from (unaccented) stressed syllables, but that discrimination was better when differences in overall intensity were also present. Numerous studies have found length to be the more reliable perceptual cue to stress in English as well (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Campbell & Beckman, 1997; Kochanski et al., 2005; Turk & Sawusch, 1996) . Turk and Sawusch (1996) found that intensity differences can help listeners identify stressed syllables, but not in the absence of duration cues.
In addition to its close association with stress, increased duration is associated with constituent-final syllables in both English and Spanish. In English, preboundary lengthening has been observed across accentual contexts and at multiple levels of the prosodic hierarchy (Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Byrd, 2000) . Beckman and Edwards (1994) and Turk and Shattuck-Huffnagel (2000) report a degree of preboundary lengthening as low in the hierarchy as the prosodic word, although effects are more pronounced at higher levels. For Spanish, Rao (2010) reports preboundary lengthening effects at the phonological and intonational phrase levels in the productions of speakers from Cuba, Ecuador, and Spain. In a recent tri-language study, Prieto et al. (2010) found evidence for preboundary lengthening at the ends of intermediate (i.e., phonological) and intonational phrases in Spanish, Catalan, and English. These authors report that both preboundary lengthening effects and stress-related duration differences are greater in English than in Spanish and Catalan.
Most theoretical accounts of stress posit a word-final, trochaic main stress foot in both Spanish and English (see Harris, 1983, for Spanish; Hayes, 1982; 1985, for English) .
However, while precise quantitative data is not available, a case can be made that they differ in the frequency with which stress occurs on word-final syllables. Domahs et al. (2014) report that primary stress fell on the penult in 61.1%; on the antepenult in 27.4%; and on the final syllable in 11.5% of polysyllabic words in a 1,160-item sample of the English lexicon. However, the prevalence of stress on final syllables in English is higher than 11.5%, given that heavy final syllables have secondary stress in words with nonfinal main stress (e.g., sálivàte, níghtingàle), a class that notably includes all compounds in which the second element is a monosyllable (e.g., sídewàlk, búbblegùm). Nor did the sample analyzed by Domahs et al. (2014) include stressed monosyllables, which have final as well as initial stress. These accounted for 11.4% of items in a 33,060-word lexical sample extracted from the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary and analyzed by Cutler and Carter (1987) . There is also reason to believe that the percentage of stressed, word-final syllables in connected speech is higher than in the lexicon. The speech that English speakers hear contains a disproportionately large number of stressed monosyllables: information in Cutler and Carter (1987, p. 138, calculated from Table VII) indicates that in a 187,699-word sample of spontaneous British English conversation, 59.4% of the 76,963 tokens of lexical words were stressed monosyllables whereas only 28.2% were polysyllables with initial primary stress. The prevalence of stressed monosyllables in speech is important, because they combine with preceding unstressed function words, prepositions, or pronouns to form higher-level prosodic constituents that may be as short as a foot (e.g., D'she go? They're here!) Therefore, while word-initial stress is very common in English and plays a role in speech segmentation (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992) , stress on domain-final syllables in speech is also quite common. As stress-related and preboundary lengthening effects are additive (Beckman & Edwards, 1994) , it seems likely that longer syllables in domain-final positions are natural for English speakers.
Stress on domain-final syllables is arguably less common in Spanish than in English, both in the lexicon and especially in connected speech. Estimates place primary stress on penultimate syllables in over 80% of lexical words (Morales-Front, 1999; Quilis, 1993) or 74%, weighted for frequency (Sebastian & Costa, 1997) . Nonfinal stress also occurs in a minority of lexical words with antepenultimate stress (e.g., Sábado 'Saturday', próximo 'next'). While again, precise estimates for actual speech were not available, the morphological characteristics of Spanish suggest that the frequency of stress on final syllables is less common in speech than in the lexicon, and is less common than in English overall. First, due to Spanish's robust inflectional system, relatively few major class words are monosyllabic, in proportion to polysyllables, even in isolation. Most nouns and agreeing adjectives end in unstressed class-marking vowels (cf. English cát, Spanish gáto; all stressed vowels are given diacritic accents for clarity). Second, while uninflected consonant-final words tend to have final stress (Lipsky, 1997; e.g., ciudád 'city') , as do a small minority of vowel-final words (e.g., menú 'menu'), these take the plural allomorph -es, which adds an unstressed syllable (e.g., ciudádes 'cities', menúes 'menus'). Third, while infinitive verbs have final stress, regularly conjugated finite verbs generally have nonfinal stress (with exceptions in the future and preterite tenses). Fourth, some encliticised verbs with antepenultimate (or even preantepenultimate) stress occur frequently in discourse (e.g., fíjate 'look; think about it!', pásale 'come in', recuérdate 'remember!'). Finally, because stressable words may be deaccented in sentential contexts, some word-final syllables that might be stressed in isolation are unstressed in speech (Hualde, 2007) .
Summarizing, increased length on constituent-final syllables can have more than one source (stress and preboundary lengthening), and duration contrasts are saliently marked in English. Final syllables in Spanish are less likely to be longer because final stress is less prevalent and duration contrasts are less salient than in English. For these reasons, it is reasonable to anticipate that Spanish speakers might have a lower expectation than English speakers of stress-related duration cues in final positions, and I expected this difference to be reflected in the outcomes of rhythmic grouping studies in which speechbased stimuli were used.
Hypotheses
Expectations for the current studies were to some extent determined by the findings of prior studies. Comparable ITL studies that have tested intensity-based rhythmic grouping preferences have confirmed the Loud-First Principle (see Section 2.1), and I expected to replicate these findings in the current research in both language groups. This prediction is operationalised as the Incremental Loud-First hypothesis in (2a). Two outcomes reported in Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) were also important in setting expectations. The first was their finding that when intensity disparities were incrementally increased, intensity effects were greatest at lower levels, and were attenuated at the highest levels of the scale. This expectation is stated as the Intensity Attenuation hypothesis in (2b). Second, their findings indicated that intensity effects were consistently more pronounced than effects of duration, leading to the Intensity Wins hypothesis in (2c).
(2)
Hypotheses for intensity a. Incremental Loud-First hypothesis: Increasing the intensity disparity will increase loud-first groupings in both the Spanish and the English participant groups. b. Intensity Attenuation hypothesis: The effect per unit of increase in intensity will be inversely correlated with the magnitude of the intensity disparity. c. Intensity Wins hypothesis: The magnitude of effects associated with intensity will be greater than effects associated with duration.
The hypotheses of greater importance for the theoretical questions of interest were associated with duration. The basic question driving the research was whether language-specific differences in the distribution of longer syllables would be reflected in the decisions of Spanish and English speakers when segmenting duration-varied sequences. Multiple studies have confirmed a long-last grouping preference for English speakers, and I expected the same outcome here. The operationalization of the Long-Last Principle adopted here is stated as the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis in (3b). It was argued in Section 2.3 that Spanish speakers should have a weaker association between increased length and constituent final syllables than English speakers, and I expected that this difference should be reflected in listeners' duration-based rhythmic grouping preferences. Accordingly, one of the study's primary hypotheses was that effects related to varied duration should be weaker in the Spanish than in the English group. This expectation is stated in hypothesis (3a). Expectations as to the nature of any duration-based grouping preferences for the Spanish group were less clear; because distributional patterns associated with duration are less convergent in Spanish than in English (both languages have preboundary lengthening, but stress-related lengthening is associated more consistently with nonfinal syllables in Spanish than English), there were competing predictions for the Spanish group. If the Spanish speakers' rhythmic grouping perceptions were more strongly influenced by boundary-related duration cues, then the outcome should confirm the Incremental LongLast hypothesis in (3b). Alternatively, if their preferences were more strongly shaped by stress-related duration patterning, they should prefer long-short groupings, as hypothesized in (3c). Finally, the possibility of a third outcome was considered: as duration cues related to stress and prosodic boundaries conflict more in Spanish than English, the Spanish speakers might not show a clear grouping preference when duration was varied. This would also be consistent with the hypothesis in (3a).
(3) Hypotheses for duration a. The magnitude of duration-related effects will be smaller in the Spanish than the English group. b. Incremental Long-Last hypothesis: Increasing the duration disparity will increase long-last groupings. c. Incremental Long-First hypothesis: Increasing the duration disparity will increase long-short groupings.
Experiment 1
Participants were exposed to streams of CV syllables in which vowel intensity and duration were varied singly. This study provided a baseline against which to compare results obtained in Experiment 2, which had a more complex design. A baseline study was important because Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) established that singly-varied sequences may be perceived differently depending on the context in which they are presented (whether or not they are intermingled with covaried sequences).
Method
Stimulus production
The stimulus set for the study included sequences of 10-11 seconds in which two coarticulated syllables, ba and ga, were alternated in a binary ABAB. . . pattern at a rate of 4-6 syllables per second. Only one feature was varied, so that every other syllable was either louder or longer than its neighbours. Stimulus preparation began with natural speech. An adult male native English speaker recorded fluid, co-articulated streams of alternating ba and ga syllables at a rate of approximately 4 syllables per second. Recording was accomplished using a Marantz PMD660 solid-state digital recorder and Shure SM10A-CN dynamic head-worn microphone in a sound-treated room designed for this purpose. Because the speaker tended naturally to emphasize every other syllable, half of his recorded sequences began with ga and half with ba. A clear, modally voiced token of ba and one of ga were selected for further manipulation in Praat (version 5.3.13, Boersma and Weenink, 2011) . These tokens were cut at zero crossing lines to include the sound wave from the beginning of the stop burst to the end of the vowel, visually identified as the point at which F1 and F2 decreased sharply in energy. The tokens were selected from naturally emphasized positions to avoid vowel reduction effects. They were chosen to be a close natural match for pitch, vowel duration, and intensity characteristics before further editing. Average F 0 was 98 Hz and ranged between 93.7 and 100.9 Hz for both syllables.
Original vowel duration was 206 ms in ba and 201 ms in ga. Average intensity was 70 mean-level dB (henceforth dB) for ba and 69.7 dB for ga, and their intensity contours The selected ba and ga tokens were copied and edited using standard Praat functions to produce 10 versions each for use in constructing stimuli. Five syllables whose vowels measured 58, 61, 64, 67, and 70 dB were produced for an intensity-varied set by changing gain over the entire syllable. A duration-varied series used five syllables whose vowels measured 110, 140, 170, 200 , and 230 ms. Changes to vowel duration were made by copying and inserting or removing full voicing cycles within the steady-state portion of the original vowel. Sites for editing were subjectively chosen, taking care to avoid abrupt local changes in energy and to preserve the characteristic shape of the sound wave. Vowel duration was held constant at 230 ms in the intensity set, and intensity was fixed at 64 dB in the duration set.
To produce a set of test stimuli, four intensity-varied sequences were prepared in which the loudest (70 dB) syllable was alternated with a softer syllable to produce a fixed disparity of 3, 6, 9, or 12 dB. The maximum disparity of 12 dB was determined with reference to Hay and Diehl (2007) . Four duration-varied sequences were created by alternating the longest syllable with a shorter syllable to produce sequences with a fixed disparity of 30, 60, 90, or 120 ms. A control sequence was manufactured by alternating the 64 dB ba and ga syllables, whose vowels measured 230 ms. Sequences ranged from 10 to 11 seconds in length and had between 28 and 34 syllables (depending on the syllables' durations). All sequences consisted of a whole number of syllable pairs, either ba-ga or ga-ba. In sequencing, a stop closure was simulated by inserting 100 ms of low amplitude (15 dB) white noise between syllables. This was done because the researcher and others consulted judged sequences with the low-intensity inter-syllable intervals to sound more natural than sequences with silent intervals. As in Hay and Diehl (2007) , sequence onsets were masked by blending the first 5 seconds of the sequence with a segment of white noise, created in Praat. Over this 5-second period, the noise was ramped down from its maximum of 67 dB to 0 dB, and the alternating syllables were ramped up from 20 dB to their maxima. 4 A 500-ms segment of 67 dB white noise was added to sequence endings to backwards-mask the string-final syllable, should participants listen for that long. The design according to which intensity and duration levels were manipulated in the stimulus set is shown in Table 1 .
The complete stimulus set was larger than the 9 combinations indicated in Table 1 because it was counterbalanced in two ways. First, the stimulus set was counterbalanced for sequence-initial syllable (ba vs. ga). Second, the prominent syllable was counterbalanced: sequences in which ba was the louder/longer syllable were matched by sequences in which ga was prominent. Counterbalancing the prominent syllable was done to reduce tedium and to discourage the expectation that a particular syllable would always be the longer/louder one, as subjects might then develop unhelpful response strategies. 5 It was expected that listeners' preferences would be similar regardless of whether ba or ga was the more prominent syllable. These methods resulted in a total of 34 distinct sequences for Experiment 1 (32 test and 2 control sequences).
Overall, the stimulus set conformed to a scale with 9 different manipulation levels, shown in Figure 1 . This scale represented the increasing intensity/duration of ba relative to ga in increments of 3 dB or 30 ms. At the negative end of the scale, ba was shortest/ softest, and at the positive end longest/loudest. Level 0 on the scale represented the control sequences.
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The statistical analysis measured the likelihood of a baga grouping decision (the arbitrarily chosen, positively coded response category). Returning to the ITL and specific hypothesis in Section 2.4, the Loud-First Principle in (1) would be confirmed if the proportion of baga responses was low at the negative end of the magnitude of intensity (MOI) scale where ga was louder than ba, and high at the positive end of the MOI scale where ba was louder. A preference for long-last groupings would be indicated if the proportion of baga responses was high at the negative end of the magnitude of duration (or MOD) scale where ga was longer than ba, and low at the positive end of the scale where ba was longer. The incremental versions of the Loud-First and Long-Last Principles would be confirmed if changes in baga responses preserved the order of incremental increases on the scale in the directions indicated in hypotheses (2a) and (3b).
Participants
The participants were 28 native English-speaking college-aged adults (8 males and 20 females) and 29 native Spanish-speaking college-aged adults (10 males and 19 females). The English speakers were undergraduate students at the University of Texas at Austin. The Spanish speakers were undergraduates at La Salle University in Obregon City, Sonora, and were recruited by a La Salle instructor. Participants reported having no hearing impairments and having not lived in a setting where a non-native language had been spoken as a primary or secondary language. Although most participants had studied another language in high school or college, none reported fluency in that language. The compensation was $10 for the English-speaking and 50 Mexican pesos for the Spanishspeaking participants.
Experimental procedures
Experimental and informed consent procedures followed a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Texas at Austin. English sessions were conducted by the author or a trained research assistant in a modern campus phonetics 6 The scale could as well be described as representing the decreasing prominence of ga relative to ba.
Set, sequence
Duration ( laboratory. The Spanish sessions were conducted in a classroom at La Salle University in Obregon City by the La Salle instructor who had recruited the participants, whose native language is Spanish. Participants heard sequences in free field, a method for presenting stimuli that has been used successfully by Sluijter et al. (1997) and Iversen et al. (2008) . Sequences were played over a high-quality Bose speaker connected to an Apple MacBook computer running SuperLab 4.0. Testing was preceded by two intensity-and two duration-varying practice trials. Test trials were presented in 3 blocks of 36 (the 32 test sequences presented once and the 2 controls presented twice). Each block was presented in balanced sets of 18 followed by a brief rest. Consecutive sequences within each block of 18 were played one immediately after the other with no pause, which provided subjects with enough time to respond, but not to linger. Sequence order was automatically randomized by SuperLab every time a block was run. Participants recorded their decisions in 8-page response booklets consisting of (i) a cover sheet soliciting answers to screening questions and participants' informed consent; (ii) a page printed with instructions and four lines for the practice trials; and (iii) 6 labeled response sheets. On response sheets, 18 numbered lines were printed with arbitrary sequences of alternating ba and ga syllables. Lines with different syllable arrangements were ordered differently on successive response sheets. To the right on each line was a space in which subjects could indicate whether they were confident of their response ("yes" or "si" to indicate certainty; "no" if they were uncertain). Except for language, all subjects received the same booklets. A segment from a response sheet is shown in Appendix A. Participants were instructed to indicate whether they thought sequences consisted of repeated baga or gaba units by bracketing any pair of adjacent syllables on the line for the current trial (e.g., …ba [ga ba] ga ba…), and to provide a confidence rating by circling yes/si or no. They were instructed to wait until after the initial noise had ended and the syllables had come up to their full volumes before responding, and to do so while sequences were still playing. Participants were shown how to strike out the line for a trial if they were unable to respond in time. Sessions lasted approximately 45 minutes.
Results
The raw data obtained in the experiment are presented in Table A in Appendix B. This table indicates the absolute number and proportion of baga and gaba responses by manipulation level for each language group. The design provided for a maximum of 6,156 observations. There were 83 missing responses (1.3% of the total possible), so that a total of 6,073 data points were included in the analysis. Trends for the Spanish-speaking (solid lines, squares) and English-speaking (dashed lines, circles) groups are charted in Figure 2 . Figure 2a and the raw data in Table A, show that for duration overall, increasing MOD between -4 and 4 was associated with decreases in baga responses in both language groups, Crowhurst: Iambic-Trochaic Law Effects among Native Speakers of Spanish and English Art. 12, page 13 of 41 consistent with a long-last bias, but there were substantial differences. Changes associated with varied duration were more robust in the English than the Spanish group, as predicted by hypothesis (3a). The proportion of baga responses was generally higher when ga was longer than ba (negative MODs), compared to the control condition, and the proportion of baga responses was lower when ba was longer than ga at MODs 3 and 4, consistent with the Long-Last Principle in (1). At a more granular level, the outcome for English was not fully consistent with the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis in (3b) because the function from MOD to baga responses was not fully linear: changes in baga responses were not proportional across units of increase on the MOD scale and were not always in the same direction. The negative correlation between MOD and baga responses was linear only between MODs -2 and 0, and between MODs 2 and 4. The proportion of baga responses plateaued between MODs -4 and -2, and unexpectedly increased at MOD 2. The plot for Spanish hints at a marginal negative trend supporting the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis, especially at the positive end of the scale where differences between levels were larger. The proportion of baga responses decreased between MODs -4 and 0, and between MODs 0 and 4. The negative association was for the most part more linear than in the English group in that changes across MOD levels were more proportional and ran in the same direction, apart from increases at MODs 0 and 4. However, changes were generally very small, making it difficult to confidently interpret the Spanish outcome as a meaningful trend.
Basic trends
For intensity, Figure 2b and the data in Appendix B, Table A, indicate that introducing an intensity disparity between alternating syllables was strongly associated with a preference for loud-first groupings (fewer baga responses at the negative end and more baga responses at the positive end of the MOI scale) in both language groups overall; this generally confirmed the Loud-First Principle in (1). However, the function from MOI to baga responses was not fully linear in either language group, as predicted by the Incremental Loud-First hypothesis in (2a). Some of the observed alinearity was unpredicted: in the Spanish group there was a decrease in baga responses at MOI 4 and in the English group there were small decreases at MOIs -3 and 3. However, the remainder of the alinearity observed was predicted by the Intensity Attenuation hypothesis in (2b), which predicted that the effect of a unit of increase in disparity (3 dB) would be greatest when intensity disparities were smaller. In other words, larger increases in loud-first groupings were expected between MOI 0 and MOIs -1 and 1 (from 0 to 3 dB of disparity), and gains were expected to be increasingly smaller as the disparity was increased to 6, 9, and 12 dB. The S-shaped functions associated with increasing MOI show that this was generally the case in both language groups (with the irregularities noted), although there were again differences. A larger-than-expected increase in the English group was observed at MOI 4, and the increase from MOI -2 to MOI -1 in the Spanish group was larger than might have been expected. Outcomes in the intensity condition therefore largely confirmed hypothesis (2a), within the limits predicted by (2b), which was also broadly confirmed.
The effect of varied intensity was observably stronger than the effect of varied duration in the Spanish group, as predicted by the Intensity Wins hypothesis, (2c). It is not obvious from an inspection of Figure 2a that this was true for the English group, where the influence of varied duration was stronger. Finally, the effect of varied intensity was generally weaker in the English group: above MOI -2, the proportion of baga responses was lower in the English group up to MOI 3, and was marginally lower at MOI 4 (see Table A , Appendix B).
Statistical analysis
To test for the significance of the observed trends, mixed effects logistic regression models were fit to the response data using the glmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) of the statistical software program R (R Development Core Team, 2013).
This method estimated the maximum likelihood of a baga decision (the arbitrarily chosen, positively coded Response category). Three variables, Subject, Block (3 levels), and Order (2 levels, whether the sequence-initial syllable was ba or ga), were treated as random effects. To test for the significance of the general trends evident in Figure 2 (a generally positive correlation between MOI and baga responses, and a negative correlation between MOD and baga responses, overall), the predictor variables Intensity and Duration were coded as 9-point scales (from -4 to 4). Language was coded as a factor with two levels, and Confidence as a factor with three levels (sure, not sure, and no response).
The output of the model that best fit the response data for Experiment 1 is shown in Table 2 . This model, which included terms for the intercept, Intensity, Duration, and Language, provided a significantly better fit for the data than the full model that included Confidence (χ 2 = 1.016; df = 2; p = .6018). Table 2 : Results of best-fitting logistic model predicting baga responses in the full data set in Experiment 1 (n = 6,073). Table 2 reveals that the fixed effects of Duration, Intensity, and Language as well as the interactions Language(Span)*Duration and Language(Span)*Intensity were highly 7 Best-fitting models were determined using the method of backwards elimination. significant. Consistent with the functions charted in Figure 2 , the signs on the estimated coefficients for Duration and Intensity indicate that the proportion of baga responses was negatively correlated with MOD, and positively correlated with MOI. The positive sign on the estimated coefficient for Language reveals that the proportion of baga responses was higher in the Spanish group overall, and the positive signs on the estimated coefficients for the interactions indicates that this was true in both test conditions. Given that the interactions were highly significant, additional models were constructed so that the language-specific trends associated with Intensity and Duration could be better understood. The outputs of the best-fitting models for Spanish and English are shown in 
Duration
The values associated with the Duration terms in Table 3 indicate that the general tendency for baga responses to decrease as a function of increasing MOD was highly significant in both language groups (Spanish, p = 0.0003; English, p < 0.00001). The significant finding for the Spanish group means that the small size of changes between levels was offset by the fact that deviations from the negative correlation were not substantial. As noted, however, this does not represent a robust trend. The odds ratio (OR; the exponent of the estimated coefficient) provides an estimate of probability and as such, may be interpreted as a measure of effect size (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2004, 47) . Used in this way, the ORs associated with Duration in Table 3 confirm the observation that the negative correlation associated with Duration was stronger in the English than in the Spanish group: on average, unit increases in Duration reduced the odds of a baga response by 13% in the Spanish group (OR = .87) and by 44% in the English group (OR = .56). As noted, the values associated with the interaction term Language (Span)*Duration in Table 2 revealed this difference to be highly significant (p < 0.00001).
To reveal which differences between individual MOD levels were significant, pairwise comparisons were produced using the lsmeans function in R (Tukey method with a .95 confidence interval). These comparisons provided more specific information about how listeners' grouping decisions were influenced by incremental increases in the duration disparity between syllables. The meaningful comparisons are between MOD levels at the same end of the scale (MODs 0 to -4 and MODs 0 to 4), because differences in baga responses at each end relate to differences in the proportion of responses representing long-last groupings when a different syllable is longer (ba at the positive and ga at the negative end). A chart of outcomes for these meaningful comparisons is provided in Table 4 . The second column indicates the number of steps on the MOD scale that separate the members of each comparison pair. An increase of one step represents an increase of 30 ms in the duration disparity.
In the Spanish group, only the comparison MOD 0/MOD 3 was significant, a three-step difference (Table 4 .a.vi), comparing the no-difference control sequence with the sequence in which ba was 90 ms longer than ga. In the English group, increases of 4 steps (120 ms) significantly increased long-last groupings, as did three-step increases in all cases but one (see comparisons in Table 4b .iii, 4.b.v, and 4.b.vi). A two-step increase produced significantly more long-last groupings in comparisons 4.b.ix and 4.b.xi. The comparison in Table 4 .b.viii (a two-step increase) was also significant, but due to the change in direction at MOD 2, it is not clear that this difference is consistent with the overall trend. A one-step increase made a significant difference only in comparison 4.b.xvii.
Intensity
The fixed effect of Intensity was highly significant in both language groups, confirming the positive trend in baga responses as a function of increasing MOI. That is, increasing the intensity disparity increased responses representing loud-first groupings overall (fewer baga responses at the negative and more baga responses at the positive end of the MOI scale). The magnitude of the intensity effect was greater in the Spanish group: the ORs associated with Intensity in Table 3 indicate that on average, a baga response was twice as likely per unit increase in MOI in the English group (OR = 2.01), and almost three times as likely per unit increase in the Spanish group (OR = 2.92). The values associated with the term Language (Span)*Duration in Table 2 indicate that this difference was highly significant (p < 0.00001).
Posthoc pairwise comparisons were again made to determine which differences between individual MOI levels were significant. The results of these comparisons are shown in Table 5 . In the Spanish group, all comparisons with MOI 0 were significant, indicating that any difference in intensity significantly increased loud-first groupings relative to the control condition. A three-step increase in the intensity disparity (9 dB) produced significantly more loud-first groupings in all cases but one: the comparison in Table 5 .a.iv was not significant, likely due to the trend reversal at MOI 4 (see Figure 2b) . Differences of one and two steps (3 or 6 dB) significantly increased loud-first groupings at the center of the scale. All comparisons between levels separated by two steps were significant except for the comparisons in Table 5 .a.vii and a.viii. Apart from the comparisons with MOI 0, a one-step increase in disparity made a significant difference only in comparison 5.a.xvii. In the English group, all comparisons with MOI 0 were significant except for the comparison in Table 5 .b.xx (a one-step difference). Otherwise, a one-step increase significantly increased loud-first groupings only in comparison b.xiv. Given the trend reversal at MOI 3, this difference may not be consistent with the overall trend. A two-unit difference significantly increased loud-first groupings at the center of the scale (comparisons b.ix-xii), but not at the edges (see comparisons in b.vii and b.viii). All comparisons between levels separated by three steps were significant except for b.iv.
The theoretical question of central interest was whether language-specific differences in the association between prosodic duration and constituent-final positions would predict differences in listeners' segmentations of duration-varied sequences. In this regard, the interesting finding of Experiment 1 was that the influence of varied duration on grouping behaviour was in the expected direction (a long-last outcome) and was substantially greater in the English group than in the Spanish group. A more extended discussion Hay and Diehl (2007) responded at the level of chance when they were tasked with grouping a no-difference control sequence presented in the context of intensity-varied sequences. However, when the same control sequence was presented together with duration-varied sequences, listeners made more iambic responses. In their studies with Zapotec speakers, Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) report that singly-varied sequences were associated with clear grouping preferences when the stimulus set included both singly and co-varied sequences, but not when only singly-varied sequences were used.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 explored the preferences of new groups of Spanish-and English-speakers, who segmented sequences in which intensity and duration were varied orthogonally, as well as singly-varied sequences. Based on Experiment 1 outcomes, Experiment 2 was expected to confirm the Incremental Loud-Soft and Attenuated Intensity hypotheses in both language groups, and the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis in the English group. The Intensity Wins hypothesis was expected to hold for Spanish, but given Experiment 1 outcomes, it was not clear whether this would be the case for English. It was anticipated that the influence of varied intensity would again be more robust in the Spanish than the English group. As the influence of varied duration in the Spanish group was so small in Experiment 1, there was no special expectation as to whether outcomes in Experiment 2 would support the Incremental Long-Last or the Incremental Long-Short hypothesis.
Method
Stimuli
The design for Experiment 2 included five conditions: a no-difference control condition and two singly-varied conditions, as in Experiment 1, and two new co-varied conditions, in which sequences were characterized by variations in both vowel intensity and duration. Because Experiment 2 included more conditions, a 5-point scale was used on which magnitude levels −4, −2, 0, 2, and 4 from Experiment 1 were represented. That is, only two manipulation levels were used in test conditions: fixed intensity disparities of 6 dB and 12 dB, and duration disparities of 60 and 120 ms. Accordingly, the control sequences and singly-varied sequences prepared for Experiment 1 that represented the manipulation levels for Experiment 2 were used again. Following Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) , new sequences were prepared for two covaried conditions using the materials and mechanical procedures described in Section 3.1.1 for Experiment 1. In a Co-operating condition, a long, soft syllable (baa, gaa) was alternated with a short, loud complement (GA, BA). In this condition, one type of grouping (BA-gaa or GA-baa) was doubly consistent with the ITL. It was expected that intensity and duration cues would work together in the Co-operating condition and that the outcome would be the ITL-predicted one. In a Competing condition, a loud, long syllable (BAA or GAA) was combined with a soft, short complement (ba or ga). In this condition, any pairing (e.g., GAA-ba or ba-GAA) would satisfy either the Loud-First or the Long-Last Principle of the ITL, but not the other. Intensity and duration were manipulated at the same levels in the co-varied as in the singly-varied conditions. The design of the stimulus set is shown in 
Participants
The participants were 20 new native English speakers and 28 new native Spanish speakers from the populations sampled in Experiment 1. One additional English-speaking participant was removed from the data set because it was clear from the response booklet that he had not followed instructions. Screening and payment procedures were as described for Experiment 1.
Experimental procedures
All procedures for Experiment 2 were as described for Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Given that the stimulus set was larger, each of three test blocks consisted of 52 sequences (the 48 test sequences presented once and the two controls presented twice) with a pause at the midpoint of each block. The response sheets provided to study participants were adapted accordingly. In Experiment 2, there were two confidence categories for English-speaking participants ("a" for "very sure", "b" for "reasonably sure", and "c" for "guessing"). On the advice of the Spanish-speaking consultant, only two confidence categories ("sure" and "not sure") were provided on Spanish response sheets. 8 Sessions lasted less than an hour, including time for informed consent procedures and payment after the test.
Results
The raw data obtained in Experiment 2 are presented in Appendix B, Table B . The design of the stimulus set provided for 7,332 potential observations (2,964 for the English group and 4,368 for the Spanish group). Of this maximum, there were 126 missing responses (1.75% of the total possible), so that a total of 7,206 data points were included in the analysis (2,937 and 4,269 for English and Spanish, respectively).
Basic trends
Trends observed in the singly-varied conditions are plotted in Figure 3 . Figure 3a shows that in the English group (dashed lines, circles), MOD and baga responses were again negatively correlated, consistent with a long-last preference. The correlation was more consistently linear than in Experiment 1, confirming the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis, (3b). However, the trend was also weaker in Experiment 2. In the Spanish group (solid lines, squares), increasing MOD had no clear effect on listeners' grouping choices, apart from an increase at MOD 2. That the influence of varied duration was stronger in the English than the Spanish group was again consistent with hypothesis (3a).
Plots for the intensity-varied condition appear in Figure 3b . Apart from a decrease at MOI 2 in the Spanish group, MOI was again positively correlated with baga responses in both languages, consistent with a preference for loud-first groupings. The functions were S-shaped, indicating that the greatest effects of varied intensity were again clustered at the centre of the scale in both language groups, as predicted by the Intensity Attenuation hypothesis, (2b). The functions for MOI in both language groups were more regular than in Experiment 1 and with the exception noted, outcomes were consistent with the Incremental Loud-First hypothesis (2a), within the limits predicted by Intensity Wins, (2c). The effect associated with Intensity was again stronger in the Spanish group, as predicted based on the outcome of Experiment 1: the proportion of baga groupings was lower at MOIs -2 and -1, and higher at MOIs 1 and 2, than in the English group. In sum, outcomes for the singly-varied conditions in Experiment 2 on the whole replicated the main tendencies observed in Experiment 1; however, effects associated with varied duration were smaller in Experiment 2 compared with the first study (absent in the Spanish and weaker in the English group).
Trends in the co-varied conditions are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4 , the response data for the co-varied conditions is arranged to show the effect of manipulating Duration on outcomes for the more robust predictor, Intensity. Black dotted lines represent the baseline trends in the singly-varied intensity condition. MOI is represented on the x-axis, and MOD in the vertical dimension by the stacked circles at MOI 0. Blue lines plot trends associated with varied intensity when ga was longer than ba (positive MODs), and red lines plot outcomes when ba was longer than ga (negative MODs). Dashed lines represent a 60 ms, and solid lines a 120 ms disparity. Figures 4a and 4b show that the dominant effect in both co-varied conditions was one of intensity: increases in MOI increased baga responses regardless of whether a duration disparity was also present. The interaction between intensity and duration is seen most clearly in Figure 4a , the graph for English, because differences in the baseline duration condition allowed the plotted lines to be well differentiated. Here, we see that introducing a duration disparity weakened the correlation between MOI and baga responses; this is revealed in the flatter slopes of the intensity functions. The Competing condition is represented by points labeled with squares (the blue lines at negative MOIs and the red lines at positive MOIs), and the Co-operating condition by the points labeled with triangles (the blue lines at positive MOIs and the red lines at negative MOIs). In Figure 4a , we see that in the English group, the lines representing the 60 and 120 ms disparities diverge in the Competing condition, and converge in the Co-operating condition. This indicates that in the Competing condition, as a syllable got longer, there were fewer loud-first (long-short) and more long-last groupings (more baga responses when ga was longer, fewer baga responses when ba was longer) as the same syllable got louder. In the Co-operating condition, by contrast, lengthening the softer syllable produced more long-short groupings, regardless of how loud the short syllable was. An explanation for this finding is suggested in the general discussion.
The information presented in Figure 4 is rearranged in Figure 5 to show the effect of Intensity on Duration. In the English group, we see that effects of duration were most robust in the co-varied conditions when ba was louder than ga (the red lines), and when ga was 12 dB louder than ba (blue, leaving aside the point representing MOD 0). In the Spanish group, the influence of duration in the co-varied conditions was clear only when ba was 6 dB louder than ga (dashed red line). Otherwise, varied duration had no consistent influence on the Spanish speakers' grouping choices.
Statistical analysis
Mixed effects logistic regression models were fit to the response data set using the glmer function in R and as before, the dependent variable measured baga responses. The variables Subject, Block, and Order (coded as for Experiment 1) were again treated as random effects. The predictor variables Intensity and Duration were coded as 5-point scales (from -2 to 2). Confidence was treated as a factor with three levels (sure, not sure, no response), as described for Experiment 1. For this purpose, "sure" and "reasonably sure" responses in the English group were conflated into a single category. The output of the most parsimonious model that best fit the full data set is shown in Table 7 . Confidence did not contribute significantly to goodness of fit (χ 2 = 1.465, df = 2, p = 0.48) and was therefore not included in subsequent analyses. (The output of the full model which included Confidence is presented in Table D in Appendix C.) Table 7 reveals that fixed effects of Intensity and Duration were highly significant in the data set overall. As in Experiment 1, Intensity was positively and Duration negatively correlated with baga responses. The values associated with the Language term and with the interactions Intensity*Language and Duration*Language in Table 7 indicate that there were significant differences between the English and Spanish groups, as there had been in Experiment 1. No significance was associated with the interactions Duration*Intensity and Duration*Intensity* Language in the overall analysis.
As the preliminary analysis indicated that significant language-specific differences were associated with varied intensity and duration, additional models were constructed in which the response data for the two language groups were analysed separately. The outputs of the best fitting models are shown in Table 8 . Table 8 reveals that the fixed effect of Intensity was highly significant in both language groups. As expected based on the trends evident in Figure 3 , the fixed effect of Duration was highly significant in English and was not significant in the Spanish group. The values associated with Duration*Intensity suggest that there were no significant interactions between these variables. This outcome does not tell the full story, and a fuller discussion of interactions between intensity and duration is undertaken in Section 4.2.2.2.
Results for duration and intensity varied singly
As before, pairwise comparisons in which Duration and Intensity were treated as factors were made using the procedure described for Experiment 1. The outcomes of these tests appear in Tables 9 and 10. Table 9 indicates that there were no significant differences between manipulation levels at the same end of the MOD scale (i.e., from MOD 0 to 2 and from MOD -2 to 0, Table 9 .a.ii and 9.a.i) in the Spanish group, as expected, or in the English group, in spite of the significant trend revealed by Table 8b and charted in Figure 3a . For Intensity, Table 10 reveals that all comparisons with MOI 0 (Table 10.a.iiv and Table 10 .b.i-iv) were highly significant in both language groups. This means that in comparison with the control sequence, MOI 0, increasing the intensity disparity to 6 and 12 dB significantly increased responses representing loud-first groupings. The differences between MOI -2/MOI -1 and MOI 1/MOI 2 were not significant in either group Table 10 : Pairwise comparisons between singly-varied intensity condition (MOI levels at MOD 0) by language group in Experiment 2.
Interactions between varied intensity and duration in the co-varied conditions
The outputs of the models shown in Tables 7 and 8 attached no significance to the interactions Duration*Intensity and Duration*Intensity*Language; however, the trends charted in Figures 4 and 5 clearly suggest interactions between varied intensity and duration. Reprising, each line in Figures 4a and 4b represents the effect of varying intensity (on the x-axis) at a different MOD level. What is needed is an assessment of the extent to which changes in the effect size for Intensity are produced by increasing the duration disparity, compared with the baseline condition in which duration did not vary. For this analysis, the data for MODs -2 and 2 and the data for MODs -1 and 1 were conflated. In the logistic model, Duration was coded as a new predictor variable, Duration.Disp, a scale with 3 levels representing disparities of 0, 60, and 120 ms, regardless of which alternating syllable was longer. Table C in Appendix B presents cross-tabulations for the response data, reorganized in this way. Table 11 presents the outputs of the best-fitting models for English and for Spanish. As before, the fixed effect of Intensity was highly significant in both language groups. There was no significant fixed effect of Duration.Disp in either language group, a finding that appears to conflict with the significant outcome (in the English group, at least) when Duration was coded as a 5-point scale (see Table 8b ). The reason for this finding is that in conflating disparity levels, summing baga and gaba responses over MODs -1 and 1 and over MODs -2 and 2 at MOI 0 (the baseline duration category) obscures the effect of the disparity when no intensity disparity is present. (This can be verified by performing these summations with the data in Table B , Appendix B.) Summation produces a similar effect when MODs -1 and 1 and MODs -2 and 2 are conflated. Importantly, however, it can be seen in Figure 3 that the slopes of the functions from MOI to baga responses are unaffected by this procedure. What the analysis tests for are changes in the slopes of functions associated with intensity as the duration disparity increases from 0 to 60 ms and 120 ms of disparity.
The values associated with Duration.Disp*Intensity in Table 11 reveal that the interaction was significant in both language groups. This meant that when ga was longer or shorter than ba, increasing MOI produced fewer baga responses than when there was no duration disparity, and increasing the duration disparity increased its effect on baga responses. The magnitude of the effect of Duration.Disp on Intensity was roughly equivalent in both language groups. The odds ratios for the interactions in Table 11 reveal that the effect of Intensity on baga responses was 20% less per unit increase in Duration.Disp in the Spanish group (OR = .80), and 21% less in the English group (OR -.79), in comparison with the baseline intensity condition (MOD 0). The results of pairwise comparisons which tested for significant differences between individual MOI levels in the co-varied conditions appear in Table 12 . Recall that in the baseline (singly-varied) intensity condition, increasing the intensity disparity from 0 to 6 dB and 12 dB significantly increased responses representing loud-first groupings. The statistics in Table 12a reveal the same pattern of highly significant results when a duration disparity (whether 60 or 120 ms) was also present in the Spanish group. Table 12b reveals that in the English group, there were fewer significant comparisons. When ba was 120 ms longer than ga, a 12 dB increase in the intensity disparity (from 0 to 12 dB) made a significant difference in comparison 12.b.xxii. (Comparison 12.b.i approached significance. ) When there was a duration disparity of 60 ms, regardless of which syllable was louder, comparisons between categories representing an increase in the intensity disparity from 0 to 12 dB were significant (comparison 12.b.xiii) or highly significant (comparisons 12.b.vii, 12. b.x, and 
12.b.xvi).
An increase in the intensity disparity from 0 to 6 dB was associated with significant differences only at the positive end of the MOI scale (comparisons 12.b.xi and 12.b.xvii). This pattern of results, consistent with the outcome of the logistic regression, confirms that incrementally increasing the duration disparity lessened the effect of Intensity on responses.
5 Discussion of specific experimental outcomes
Intensity and duration taken separately
At the most general level, outcomes for intensity in Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the presence of an intensity disparity between alternating syllables, whatever its magnitude, increased responses representing loud-first syllable pairings relative to a control Table 12 : Pairwise comparisons between MOI levels in the co-varied conditions (at MODs -2, -1, 1, and 2) for the Spanish and English groups in Experiment 2.
sequence in which no disparity was present. This overall preference, expressed as more baga responses when ba was louder and fewer when ga was louder, was significant in both language groups, in both experiments, and in all conditions in which intensity was varied. The basic finding is consistent with the basic prediction of the Loud-Soft Principle of the ITL in (1). More granular predictions were made by the Incremental Loud-Soft and Intensity Attenuation hypotheses in (2a) and (2b) (see Section 2.4). The Incremental Loud-Soft hypothesis predicted a positive association between increases on the MOI scale and baga responses, creating the expectation of a monotonic function. According to the Intensity Attenuation hypothesis, changes between levels were not expected to be proportional. Rather, the effect of increasing the intensity disparity by the same constant (an increment of 3 dB in Experiment 1, and 6 dB in Experiment 2) would be greatest between MOI 0 and MOIs -1 and 1 and should taper off at successively higher levels. This means that the function associated with intensity should be curvilinear at each end of the scale, producing an overall S-shaped function. These hypotheses were generally borne out, with the exception of several unanticipated decreases in baga responses (to be discussed momentarily): in the baseline intensity condition in Experiment 2, the increase from 0 to 6 dB of disparity produced proportionally more loud-first groupings than the increase from 6 dB to 12 dB of disparity, with one exception in the Spanish group. A similar pattern was found in Experiment 1. The Intensity Attenuation hypothesis received weaker support in the covaried conditions in Experiment 2, due to interactions with duration. This outcome was predicted and is discussed later in the section.
Focusing on the baseline intensity conditions, at least two interesting differences were observed across language groups and across experiments. First, the magnitude of the fixed effect of Intensity was greater in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. The ORs associated with Intensity indicate that a unit of MOI increase doubled the odds in Experiment 1 (OR = 2.0), and nearly tripled the odds (OR = 2.82) in Experiment 2 of a baga response overall. Second, the effect of Intensity was greater in the Spanish than in the English group in both experiments. In Experiment 1, the ORs for Intensity were 2.92 for Spanish and 2.01 for English, and in Experiment 2, the ORs were 8.61 for Spanish and 2.84 for English. These measures reveal large differences across experiments: the odds of a baga response were approximately a third higher in the Spanish group than in the English group in Experiment 1; but the odds were three times greater in the Spanish group in Experiment 2. The reason for the between-group difference is unclear, but it suggests that the Spanish speakers were more sensitive to intensity variations than the English speakers tested. A similar between-language difference in a cross-linguistic ITL study was observed by Bhatara et al. (2013) . These investigators report a loud-first grouping preference among both monolingual German and French speakers they tested, but this bias was more robust among the German speakers.
The between-experiment differences in the effect of intensity in the current research may be attributable to differences in the design of the stimulus set: in Experiment 1, singly-varied intensity sequences were presented together only with singly-varied duration sequences, whereas in Experiment 2, co-varied sequences were added to the mix. It is difficult to identify other factors that might have contributed to the observed outcome: within each language group, participants were drawn from the same populations and were tested in the same locations; the experimenters, procedures, and equipment were the same. Given these factors, the most reasonable interpretation of the finding may be that listeners' perception of the simpler singly-varied intensity sequences was heightened in comparison with the more complex co-varied sequences.
The S-shaped function associated with intensity, especially in the singly-varied conditions, may have an auditory explanation. When listeners with normal hearing are asked to rate the loudness of a pure tone on a scale from "soft" to "too loud", loudness growth is roughly linear up to a subjective "loud" rating, at about .4 subjective loudness units per dB (Allen et al., 1990; Olsen et al., 1999) . After about 85 dB, the slope is steeper, about 1 subjective loudness unit per dB (Olsen et al., 1999, p. 303) . However, Cox et al. (1997) report that loudness growth is different for speech than for tones. These authors conducted a study of loudness growth effects among normally hearing subjects who were asked to subjectively rate the loudness of speech stimuli varying in mean-level intensity (dB HL). These investigators report that at intensity levels characteristic of speech, the loudness growth function was more curvilinear than for tones: increasing intensity (dB HL) was associated with increasingly smaller increases in subjective loudness units between approximately 20 and 70 dB HL. (After approximately 70 dB, the relationship between unit increases in intensity and subjective loudness began to reverse.) In light of Cox et al. (1997) , the "tapering off" of loud-first judgements in the current studies suggests that equal increments in the intensity of the more intense syllables may not have produced equal differences in the perception of their loudness.
The outcomes of particular interest for the main research questions were those associated with varied duration. In the singly-varied duration conditions in Experiments 1 and 2, significant and straightforwardly interpretable outcomes for duration were found only in the English group. With one exception (at MOD 2), the presence of any duration disparity in Experiment 1 was associated with more long-last groupings compared with the control sequence, MOD 0 (more baga responses when ga was longer and fewer when ba was longer). This general result was significant and provided overall support for the Long-Last Principle in (1). At a more granular level, the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis in (3b) predicted that proportional increases in MOD would be associated with decreases in baga responses. However, this hypothesis was not fully supported in Experiment 1 because changes in baga responses between MOD levels were often not proportional and there were irregular deviations from the expected linear function (see Figure 2a) . In contrast to Experiment 1, the negative trend associated with duration for singly-varied sequences in Experiment 2 was linear and therefore more consistent with the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis. However, the size of the effect was smaller: a unit of MOD increase reduced the odds of a baga response by 44% on average (OR .56) in Experiment 1, whereas in Experiment 2, the odds were only 34% lower (OR .66).
In the Spanish group, there was a small but significant negative association between MOD and baga responses in Experiment 1. However, changes between levels were very small and only one difference between individual MOD levels (between MODs 0 and 3) was significant, in the direction predicted by the ITL. That the negative correlation was significant suggests a marginal trend supporting the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis. This was the outcome predicted by the ITL, and not what we would expect if listeners were attending to increased duration as a stress-marking cue. However, because the changes were so small, it is difficult to be confident of this interpretation. In Experiment 2, increasing MOD did not affect listeners' responses in the singly-varied duration condition, with one exception: an increase in baga responses at MOD 2, consistent with a long-short grouping bias, was in the direction expected if listeners were attending to varied duration as relating to stress. It is difficult to assign a meaningful interpretation to this result in the absence of a clear trend, and given that outcomes across the two experiments were in conflict.
Intensity and duration together
An interesting outcome, consistent across experiments and across language groups, was that the fixed effect of Duration was less robust than that of Intensity. The ORs associated with Duration were .56 in Experiment 1 and .66 in Experiment 2, overall, and fixed effects of Duration were more robust in the English group.
Outcomes in the co-varied conditions in Experiment 2 provide two important new pieces of information. First, just as the fixed effect of Intensity was more robust than the fixed effect of Duration (the singly-varied sequences), Intensity was also the more dominant predictor of listeners' responses in the co-varied conditions. These outcomes confirmed the Intensity Wins hypothesis in (2c). Perhaps the most interesting outcome was that even though its influence was less robust, manipulating duration reduced the size of the intensity effect: When there was a fixed duration disparity between alternating syllables, increasing intensity produced fewer responses representing loud-soft groupings (more baga groupings when ga was longer, fewer when ba was longer), and this effect generally strengthened as the duration disparity increased. This finding was consistent with the Incremental Long-Last hypothesis. Based on the outcomes of Experiment 1, this result in the English group was not surprising. However, it was also true in the Spanish group, even though the fixed effect of Duration was not robust in Experiment 1 and not significant in Experiment 2. Surprisingly, given the differences in the fixed effects, the effect on Intensity of increasing the duration disparity was comparable in the two language groups in the co-varied condition (see the ORs associated with the interaction Duration. disp*Intensity in Table 11 ).
The finding that increasing the duration disparity lessened the effect of manipulating intensity on listeners' responses meant different things in the Competing and Co-operating conditions. In Figures 4 and 5 , the Competing condition is represented by points labeled with squares (the blue lines at negative MOIs and the red lines at positive MOIs), and the Co-operating condition by the points labeled with triangles (the blue lines at positive MOIs and the red lines at negative MOIs). Trends are clearest in Figure 4a ; there, functions associated with intensity are well differentiated due largely to differences in the baseline duration condition (the stacked circles at MOI 0). Taking Figure 4a as the point of reference, it can be seen that the functions associated with co-varied sequences converge with the baseline intensity function in the Co-operating condition, and diverge in the Competing condition. In the Co-operating condition (where one alternating syllable was long and the other loud), the interaction between the predictor variables meant that increasing the duration disparity produced increases in long-short responses. As noted in Section 2.3 (the discussion of Crowhurst and Teodocio, 2014) , a possible explanation for this superficially incongruent effect, given listeners' responses to varying duration in other conditions, may be related to the way in which the auditory system integrates intensity over time. When sounds of the same intensity have different lengths, the longer sound is perceived to be louder (see Gordon, 2005 , and references cited there). This suggests that there may have been a tendency for listeners to perceive longer, low-intensity syllables as louder than the high-intensity short syllables in the Co-operating condition. It should be noted that the same auditory explanation might be proposed for Crowhurst and Teodocio's (2014) finding of a long-last bias among Zapotec speakers for singly-varied duration sequences. However, that Crowhurst and Teodocio found different grouping biases in the Zapotec and English groups in their singly-varied duration condition when the same stimuli were used may indicate that listeners from different language backgrounds may respond differently, even at a purely auditory level.
For the theoretical questions explored in the current study, the outcome in the Competing condition is more interesting. Here, it can be seen in Figure 4 that the effect of increasing the duration disparity was to decrease responses representing loud-first groupings as the intensity disparity increased. In other words, increasing a duration disparity increased long-last groupings in both language groups. In the Spanish group, this effect was observed only when duration and intensity were varied together (in competition). Implications of the outcome in the Competing condition for the issues identified in Section 1 and Section 2 are discussed in the following section.
On the whole, generalizing over the two experiments, the Incremental Loud-First and Intensity Attenuation hypotheses were confirmed to an extent that permits a degree of confidence in the relationships they assert. However, as discussed in the results sections for Experiments 1 and 2, several irregularities in the form of unanticipated deviations from the expected (curvi)linear relationships were observed in both language groups in one or both studies. The functions associated with duration in Experiment 1 were not monotonic, as expected, and changes between levels were not proportional, most dramatically in the English group. Such irregularities are not unique to the studies reported here; they have also been found in prior ITL studies that have tested participants using sequences of synthesized syllables (Bhatara et al., 2013; Hay & Diehl, 2007) , and sequences produced from naturally recorded speech (Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014) . On the whole, irregularities of this nature appear to have been more prevalent in the series of studies that have based stimuli on natural speech (Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014 , and the research reported here). This difference may reflect a cost of using stimuli prepared from resynthesized natural speech, as opposed to synthesized sequences. It is not possible to manipulate naturally produced speech to precisely control all aspects of stimuli, and this limitation may account for a degree of noise in the study's outcomes. Another source of noise may have been linked to the way in which stimuli were presented to subjects. Other prominently published studies in which subjects heard stimuli in free field over loudspeakers (e.g., Iversen et al., 2008; Sluijter et al., 1997) have achieved clear results; however, a legitimate concern for some research would be that participants inevitably hear stimuli at different sound levels depending on their position in the room. The rationale for presenting stimuli in this way was that the issue of interest was whether listeners' response patterns, based on a binary decision, would generally reflect the order of steps on an ordinal scale; the dependent measure was not a continuous variable that measured the finer details of listeners' responses. I also considered that listeners naturally hear speech in free field, not through headphones. However, concerns about how the mode of presentation might affect listeners' responses could be avoided in future studies by presenting sequences in a more controlled manner under laboratory conditions.
Another factor that may have contributed to the irregularity noted was that in the current studies, intensity-varied and duration-varied sequences were not segregated into different blocks as has been done in prior ITL studies, with the exception of Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) . In the current series of studies (the two reported here, together with Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014) , control, intensity-varied, and duration-varied sequences were presented to study participants in the same blocks because the investigator reasoned that this would provide a stronger test of the ITL. That is, we may be more confident that a loud-first or long-last bias is meaningful if it is observed under conditions in which listeners could be distracted by more variation. Another way in which the investigator worked to increase the rigor of the test was in designing the task in a way that did not direct listeners to think in terms of the relative amplitudes, durations, or prominence in general of the syllables in the alternating sequences they were hearing. Orienting subjects to the segmental properties of the alternating syllables (which do you hear -baga or gaba groupings?) provided an indirect measure of listeners' perceptions, while directing their attention away from the acoustic parameters being manipulated. However, the very indirect framing of the task that was intended to provide a stronger confirmation of the ITL's basic predictions may also have contributed to irregularity in listeners' response patterns.
General Discussion
A central debate in the growing literature on rhythmic grouping is whether rhythmic grouping preferences (possibly those described by the ITL) are innate, or whether grouping preferences emerge differently depending on listeners' language backgrounds. The nativist position is represented by Bolton (1984) , Hayes (1995) , and Hay and Diehl (2007) . Others have argued that whether or not there are innate predispositions, rhythmic grouping behaviours show the influence of linguistic experience both in adulthood (Bhatara et al., 2013; Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014; Iversen et al., 2007) and as early as 7-8 months (Yoshida et al., 2010) .
Adult ITL studies exploring intensity-based grouping preferences, including those described here, have consistently reported a loud-first grouping bias (see Section 2.1). A contribution of the current studies has been to add Spanish to the list of languages with this result. Psycholinguistic studies using methodologies that rely on short-term memory also provide evidence that listeners organize syllabic sequences into loud-soft units. In one such study, Morgan et al. (2014) tasked English-speaking adults with memorizing lists of six syllables in which every other syllable was louder and higher-pitched. Participants' recall was better for lists organized in a trochaic pattern (three loud-soft syllable pairs) as compared with an iambic condition (lists arranged into three soft-loud pairs) and a control condition. So far then, the evidence from adult studies using a variety of approaches makes a strong and consistent case for the psychological reality of an intensity-based trochaic template for older speakers regardless of language background.
By contrast, different and sometimes conflicting outcomes for duration produced by ITL studies with adult speakers of various languages, including English, French, German, Japanese, Zapotec, and now Spanish suggest that grouping preferences based on duration are shaped at least in part by language experience (see Section 2.1). Infant studies provide persuasive evidence supporting this conclusion. Two studies stand out. Bion et al. (2011) tested the pitch-based and duration-based rhythmic grouping preferences of native Italianspeaking adults and 7-month-old Italian infants using alternating syllable sequences. These researchers found that when pitch was the feature varied, both adults and infants were better able to recognize pairs of syllables that had been presented in a high-low pitch pattern as opposed to a low-high pattern in a pre-test familiarization phase. When duration was the target feature, the adults were better able to recognize syllable pairs that had been presented in an iambic short-long pattern as opposed to a trochaic long-short pattern during familiarization. In the infant study, however, syllables' prosodic arrangement during familiarization (short-long vs. long-short) was not associated with significant differences in the dependent measure (cumulative looking time). In other words, at 7 months, Italian-learning infants had acquired the pitch-based but not the duration-based grouping preference demonstrated for Italian adults. This study's outcomes suggest that rhythmic grouping preferences may emerge or develop at different times depending on the patterned feature. Clear evidence that sensitivity to duration cues develops as language learning proceeds is reported by Yoshida et al. (2010) , who exposed English-learning and Japanese-learning infants to duration-varied tone sequences. They found that at 5-6 months, neither the English nor Japanese learners demonstrated clear preferences for either short-long or long-short groupings. At 7-8 months, the English learners but not the Japanese learners showed a preference for long-last groupings. Yoshida et al.'s findings are congruent with findings reported for English-and Japanese-speaking adults (Iversen et al., 2008; Kusumoto & Moreton, 1997) .
If duration-based rhythmic grouping preferences are learned, then it would make sense for language-specific duration patterns to have a role in shaping them. The general expectation for the current research was that long-last ITL effects might be robust to the extent that constituent-final syllables are saliently marked by increased duration, whatever its origin. English and Spanish were chosen for the present studies because while they are prosodically similar in having a trochaic stress foot at the right edge of lexical words, stress-related and preboundary lengthening patterns differ in ways that are directly related to the main question. In English, stressed and domain-final syllables tend to be longer, and some degree of stress on final syllables is relatively common, especially in conversational speech (see Section 2.3). Because stress-related and preboundary lengthening effects are additive and because the duration contrast is highly salient in English, due in part to unstressed vowel reduction (e.g., Beckman & Edwards, 1994) , the occurrence of longer syllables at ends of prosodic constituents should be quite natural for English speakers. It should therefore not be surprising that multiple studies (see Section 2.1), including the current research, have found a long-last grouping preference for English speakers. Final stress is less common in Spanish than in English, and duration differences that signal stress and finality are smaller in Spanish . For these reasons, I expected long-last effects to be less robust among the Spanish speakers tested, if they were present at all. This prediction was confirmed by the results of Experiments 1 and 2 in the singlyvaried duration conditions. Here, in fact, the Spanish group produced no convincing evidence for any grouping preference: not the long-last bias expected if the Spanish speakers were interpreting duration as a cue signaling finality, nor the long-short bias expected if they were treating duration as a cue to stress and segmenting sequences on this basis.
Outcomes across the two language groups in conditions where intensity and duration were co-varied, on the other hand, were surprisingly similar, given the different results in the singly-varied duration condition. One of the more interesting findings was that in the Competing condition (in which the same syllable was both louder and longer), when the intensity disparity was held constant, increasing the duration disparity increased long-last groupings, simultaneously reducing loud-soft groupings (the dominant bias). This pattern was found in both language groups, and the magnitude of the effect of duration on intensity was comparable across groups. The comparable robustness of the duration effect for Spanish relative to the English group was not consistent with the study's main expectation that duration effect should be weaker among speakers of languages in which the association between duration and final positions is weaker, and it was not consistent with the findings for the singly-varied duration conditions. The long-last response pattern in the Competing condition might be taken to suggest that listeners in both language groups were interpreting length as a cue to finality. Under this interpretation, one possible reason for the failure to find a grouping preference for singly-varied duration sequences for Spanish might be that these seemed less natural to listeners, perhaps because they were not multidimensional, as actual speech is.
Whatever potential explanation attaches to the findings for duration in the current experiments, they present us with four useful pieces of information. The first is that how listeners process duration is to some extent dependent on the context in which it is varied (singly or together with intensity). Second, based on the outcomes with singly-varied duration sequences, we may also conclude that because the English-and Spanish-speaking participants were tested using the same sequences, the finding of clear differences is evidence that language background is a factor in determining listeners' perceptions of natural syllable groupings, whatever the source of the differences. While these differences were subtle, the revelation of subtle differences between speakers of prosodically similar languages, in relation to the research hypotheses, is a valuable contribution to a program of research in laboratory phonology. The third piece of information (related to the last) is that listeners' duration-based rhythmic grouping preferences are more variable across speakers of different languages than intensity, a finding that is congruent with reports for prior studies (see Section 2.1 and elsewhere). Finally, listeners' use of duration and intensity cues may be to some extent task-dependent. As discussed in Section 2.3, the literature reports that both English and Spanish speakers rely most on duration cues in stress identification tasks Turk & Sawusch, 1996) . If listeners use stress-related cues to segment alternating sequences, then the finding that intensity is a stronger predictor of responses than duration across experiments, language groups, and conditions should be surprising. In fact, results in the Competing condition in Experiment 2 indicate that in the Spanish group, duration was a reliable predictor of grouping behaviour only when intensity differences were also present. The clear implication is that how listeners process information is to some extent dependent on the task: listeners seem to make different use of information about intensity and duration when they are assigned a preferential grouping or segmentation task than they do when they perform a stress identification task.
So, what are listeners doing when they make judgements about natural syllable groupings in an ITL study, if they are not accessing and using language-specific information related to the stress contrast? Sequences in which two syllables alternate to form recurrent gaba or baga units (in the current experiments) are less natural than alternating stress sequences in long words like Àpalàchicóla (a city in Florida), and it cannot be assumed that listeners are treating binary groupings as stress feet. Another possibility, however, is that they are processing recurrent bisyllabic units as though they were short words. While we cannot be certain of this, informal observations are suggestive. The speakers who recorded alternating syllable sequences for use in stimulus production tended naturally to pause after each syllable pair (e.g., baga, baga…) and required training to produce more fluid sequences. The second observation is that when listeners are exposed to lengthy alternating sequences such as those used here, their perceptions can shift and some have reported hearing units that resembled words. The La Salle instructor who conducted sessions in Mexico humorously commented at one point that she was hearing sequences as repetitions of the word cabrón! (a term of insult).
Psycholinguists who have conducted ITL studies and statistical learning studies in both adults and infants have made the connection between long-last effects (or the failure to find them) and language-specific syntactic differences that have implications for the distribution of prosodic length. Iversen et al. (2008) and Yoshida et al. (2010) attribute longlast effects among adult English speakers and English-learning infants and the absence of a consistent preference among Japanese adults and infants to language-specific differences in word order. These researchers note that English is a complement-head language in which prosodically-weak function words precede lexical words in heads of phrases. Japanese has the opposite head-complement order, with function words following syntactic heads. Of course, from a phonological perspective, this translates to a probabilistic difference in the distribution of duration: syllables in function words are shorter than prominent syllables in lexical words. The complement-head structure of English places longer syllables closer to ends of phrases than is the case in Japanese. It is not clear that differences between Spanish and English speakers in this study can be attributed to a similar difference in syntactic organization, as Spanish is also a complement-head language. One syntactic characteristic that can increase the distance between stressed syllables and word endings in Spanish is the presence of unstressed, post-verbal clitics (e.g., dímelo 'tell it to me', siéntate 'sit down'). This characteristic was mentioned in Section 2.3 as one of the factors contributing to a strong tendency for constituent-final syllables in Spanish to be unstressed in connected speech.
The robust loud-first grouping bias demonstrated for adult listeners, and differences in the magnitudes of the effects associated with intensity and duration in the current research, may have a point of connection with results of a study reported in Hay and Saffran (2012) . These investigators found that 6.5-month-old English-learning infants were able to correctly segment words from longer sequences in a statistical learning and segmentation experiment (and distinguish them from partial words) when the word's initial syllable was more intense. However, there was no evidence that the 6.5-month-olds used increased duration to identify word endings. In light of current findings relating to the relative influence of varied intensity and duration on listeners' grouping behavior, Hay and Saffran's study provides evidence that the strategy of associating increased intensity with word beginnings emerges early in learners of at least one language, before a similar strategy associated with duration is in evidence.
The findings of the current work and the considerations discussed in the preceding paragraphs point to clear avenues for future research. Three studies have now shown that speakers of three languages process varied duration differently depending on whether it is varied singly or together with intensity. When duration is varied singly, Zapotec speakers show a long-short preference (Crowhurst & Teodocio, 2014) , English speakers a long-last preference, and Spanish speakers no clear preference (the current experiments). However, when duration and intensity are co-varied, patterns of response in the three language groups are similar. These similarities and differences suggest that future ITL-style studies of grouping preferences should include stimuli that are multidimensional in the features varied, as speech is, and that researchers should be cautious in drawing conclusions based on findings associated with more one-dimensional stimuli. Therefore, further studies to explore effects of co-varying intensity and duration on listeners' grouping preferences could be useful. An important consideration in designing such studies must be that we don't yet know to what extent the perceptual grouping of non-speech stimuli such as tones is distinct from the perceptual grouping of more speechlike stimuli. The studies surveyed in Section 2 can largely be sorted into studies that have tested participants using nonspeech stimluli and those that have used edited or synthesized speech. Only one published study, Hay and Diehl (2007) , has used a design that included conditions testing both nonspeech and speech-like sequences. However, their groundbreaking study did not include conditions in which intensity and duration were co-varied. Results obtained in the Competing condition in Experiment 2 here were similar to results in the comparable condition in Crowhurst and Teodocio (2014) , who also used speechlike sequences. But these outcomes seem to be inconsistent with Bolton's (1894) report that when intensity and duration were increased on the same tone, subjects preferred long-last and not loud-first groupings. Bolton does not appear to have experimented with different settings for intensity and duration to the extent done here, and so it is not possible to make a nuanced comparison between the finding he reports and outcomes in the current outcomes. However, given the importance of exploring comparisons between listeners' perceptions of rhythm in the nonspeech and linguistic domains, studies modeled on Hay and Diehl (2007) but which include co-varied conditions would be interesting and timely.
